
A 3 day symposium of Constellation therapy 
17th, 18th, 19th September  | 11 am - 9 pm IST

Family Constellation India invites you to join us in this gathering where we
learn from, engage with and experience Constellation therapy in various forms!

This 3 day symposium is the first such forum dedicated to

understanding and addressing some issues that are endemic to the

Indian subcontinent while also relevant to the world at large. 

W H E N  S T A R S  A L I G N

 

WHAT TO EXPECTEngage in unique constellation
techniques by our presenters 

 

Theory, demonstration, and
experiential sessions

Karmic Constellation, Constellation using
elements of fire & water, Inner child
resolutions and trauma resolution work 

 

Connection cafe sessions - space
to connect and explore 

If you are a professional therapist practicing
Constellation you will benefit from the offerings of
the speakers

THIS FORUM IS FOR YOU

If you are a professional in any field of healing –
you will understand how Constellation work
can be integrated in your current modality.

As someone who is simply curious about 
Constellation work, you will be able to use perspectives
offered in the sessions to break limiting patterns and
embrace a fuller life.

Register here: https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8 

https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8
https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8


AGENDA

We are motivated by the need to bring together constellation

therapists and seekers with special interest in issues that are

inherently confronted in the Indian subcontinent- the pain

of India-Pakistan partition, restrictions imposed on women by the

prevailing patriarchal practices, relevance of Indian classical

teachings, and trans-generational trauma healing

practices (Pitru Dosh) to name a few.

 

This symposium will bring you face to face with a number of

facilitators, healers, therapists, and authors who have developed the

art and science of constellation in their own unique

ways and are willing to share in the true spirit of collective learning.

Register here: https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8 

Experience Connection Cafes everyday. A space where we will create

networks of collaborative dialogue around questions that matter to our

work and our lives. In unique, interactive formats, you will be able to

connect in smaller groups to other participants and have heartfelt

conversations about your work, beliefs, and experiences.

Come with open minds and hearts and join in a 3 day journey
where we together go deeper into understanding what makes
us who we are, and what it takes to make us who we could be.

https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8
https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8


SPEAKERS

Andrea Bosbach Largent 
 As a practitioner, Andrea holds three Masters: Family

Systems, Social Work, and Holistic Healing. She has been a

Senior Facilitator & Trainer of Constellations since 1992 in

Europe, Canada and the United States and was one of the

first 5 facilitators to practice in the United States. 

 

She will be presenting on a fusion of Astrology and

Constellation Work. You may experience an Astro-

Constellation which are light-hearted and playful in nature.

 

Alicia M Sanabria
Unlimited Well-Being Transformational Catalyst

Family, Systemic, and Legal Constellation is a therapy based on

systemic thinking, which observes and analyzes the hidden dynamics

of psychic and relational conflicts in the family or organizational

system, through a systemic and transgenerational point of view.

In this therapy the use of water connects us with the primordial

language of water relatined to our DNA.

Aneta
Aneta is Family & Systemic Constellation Therapist/Coach.

She practiced Systemic Approach since 2008, working

with individual clients and groups. 

She is combining several methods from her experience

which gives an unique style to her work.  

Aneta will be doing an experiential session on Systemic

Constellation with a Timeline.

Archana
Archana is a family, business and constellation practitioner

having learnt from Ritu Kabra among others, and practicing

with people from various parts of the world.

 

How are Indian epic stories relevant to understanding the

principles of Constellation? Archana will answer this

question by bringing into focus the life of Karna-the first

child of Kunti- from the great epic tale of Mahabharata. 

Register here: https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8 
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Iqra Reza
Iqra is a mental health therapist whose aim is to help

people live happily and fulfilled life through holistic

approaches. In her practice she has experienced that we

can overcome any issue by working with the power of

our mind. 

She will be doing a session on Inner child healing.

 

Chayanika Bhiwaniwala   
Family Constellations Facilitator

Founder, SELF AND BEYOND, A Psychotherapy

Wellbeing Centre 

Insights and self exploration into the hidden dynamics

of SELF LOVE using an appropriate mix of theory, demo

and experiential. 

Gita Kumudha Jayakumar
Gita is an alternate therapist and a fitness Instructor. 

 She is a mind-body engineer and is deeply committed

to helping people live their lives to their fullest.

 

She will be speaking about the root cause for our

symptoms and how the family and the family system

contributes to it.

 

Kanu Priya Sekhri
 

Kanu is a facilitator, mindset coach and a therapist and

enjoys facilitating meaningful conversations for small

and large groups. Trained in Tasso, constellation work,

and reiki, she enjoys bringing intellect and intuition

together to achieve the best outcomes. Her six week

transformation oriented program The Heartbeat

Solution combines energetic self work and therapeutic

deep healing for long lasting change.

Register here: https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8 
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Meirav Schreiber Conte
Meirav is a dance Therapist from 2001, Teacher and 

Facilitator in the Constellation Path Israel, founded by Yishai Gaster. 

1.5 hours experiential Constellation, "Constellations around the fire".

Constellations will be the common ground in this workshop where we

let our field together to bring about the main issue that is in the field

and constellate about it. 

Priya George
Priya is an Integrative Coach and Therapist. Her journey in

integrative therapy began 10 years ago; it was the

profound experiences following the death of my dear

mother that led me to explore alternative healing

therapies. It began by delving into hypnotherapy, which,

till today, remains a core strength along with Family

Constellation.

She will be presenting on how to include ancestors in our

daily lives.

Rekha Kurup
Rekha is a Trauma-informed Integrative Systemic Therapist.

The  pedagogy  of  her  work  facilitates  a transformational

experience  that  integrates  the  six  aspects  of  human

development  viz   physical,  emotional,  psychological,

relational,  creative,  and spiritual.

 

She will be presenting on Interrupted Reachout Movement.

 

 

Register here: https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8 

Newton Kondaveti 
Dr. Newton Kondaveti, M.D., is a Medical doctor known for

his innovative healing and transformative

methods, which have the underlying theme of “Healing

and Transformation through Inner-Awareness”.

 

He would be presenting on “The Science of Family

Constellations – 7 Sutras to understand the hidden family

system dynamics”

 

https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8
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Terry
Terry is trained and certified in Progressive Neural Resolution

(inner parts work) and some IFS, Internal Family Systems. And

is also Certified in Root Healing work.

 

Through this work, she has discovered there is a part of each

and everyone of us that knows the way out of all our life issues.

Watching her clients thrive in making their life passionate and

enjoyable is her greatest pleasure. 

 

Terry will be doing a session on Resolving Trauma.

 
Yael Eini 
Yael is a trainer and facilitator of Karmic Constellation, 

a method she has developed over the last 20 years.

With this, she has assisted numerous people release energies,

blockages and beliefs that were formed in previous lives and

were limiting them in their present life.

Yael is the author of Hebrew consciousness books for children

and parents: “The Place Where God Resides” for children, and

“The Alchemy of Parenthood” for parents.

Zaquie C Meredith 
Zaquie is one of the pioneers in Family Constellation in

Brazil and is also a sociologist, healer and writer.

 

She will be doing an experiential exercise on The Magic of

a Field: What is a Field, How to recognize one and how to

work with a field. 

Register here: https://forms.gle/ExUiSfqtEpJEB2aP8 

TEAM SYMPOSIUM

Kanu Priya SekhriRitu Kabra Archana

Ritu Kabra
Ritu started her journey with hypnotherapy in 2005.
It enabled her to gain an understanding of how her
past experiences were influencing her beliefs about herself. 

NLP, Theta, TASSO, Life Script Therapy – added different 
facets to her understanding and made her certain of her
 commitment to the field of complementary medicine. Family
Constellation therapy took her beyond her personal space into the
systemic, ancestral healing.

She will be doing a session on uncovering hidden patterns in
organisations.
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